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The space adventure began on October 4, 1957 when the first artificial 
satellite Sputnik I was sent into orbit round the earth. A few years later, 
on April 12, 1961, Yuri Gagarin of the Soviet Union made the first manned 
space flight. On July 20, 1969, in the course of the most elaborate space 
mission so far, Apollo 11, the American astronauts Neil A. Armstrong and 
Edwin E. Aldrin became the first men to set foot on the surface of the 
moon. In 1971 the Soviet space probes Mars 2 and Mars 3 landed capsules 
on the surface of Mars, and on June 22, 1972 the unmanned Soviet space 
probe Venus 8 landed on Venus. The American space probe Pioneer F 10 
passed within 140,000 kilometres of the planet Jupiter. 
Scarcely two decades after man first broke through the denser layers 
of the earth's atmosphere into outer space and opened up this new field of 
activity, space has become a sphere of interest for the great powers, both 
strategically and economically, and it is being developed with the whole 
range of sophisticated modern technology. At the same time the emphasis 
in space activity has shifted from an initial phase of bold pioneering in the 
service of purely scientific space exploration to a new, less spectacular, 
phase of economic exploitation through the means of applied space tech-
nology. The central features of the present stage of development of space 
activities are space meteorology (weather research, weather forecasting and 
catastrophe warnings by means of satellites), remote sensing of the earth's 
resources, particularly minerals, by satellite and space communications, 
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certainly the most fruitful and most advanced application of space tech-
nologyl. 
The conquest of space has not only opened up new scientific and 
technological possibilities but has also given new dimensions both to 
national and to internationallaw. Some of the reasons for this are obvious: 
the danger of political, military and economic misuse of the complex 
technology puts new meaning into the dominant question of state security 
and self defence. The considerable progress made in the fields of mineral 
exploration and telecommunications necessitates a new approach to some 
of the fundamental problems of international law - those of state sover-
eignty and the principle of non-intervention in the domestic affairs of 
States. There are palpable dangers from the opening up of space for the 
balance of the natural environment, a balance wh ich the unrestrained 
growth of contemporary civilisation has so seriously threatened. Finally 
the ever increasing scientific, technological, cultural and economic inter-
dependence of States requires a greater degree of international eooper-
ation; the principle of an equitable sharing of the advantages and benefits 
of new technologies, onee no more than a political doctrine asserted by 
the economically weak members of the international community, has be-
come a more and more universally recognised requirement of State 
practice which helps to overcome tradition al social, cultural and political 
differences. 
The complexity and interdependence of the research efforts of indiv-
idual States on the one hand, and the justified apprehension of nations on 
the other hand that the projection of territorial imperialism into space 
would be bound to lead to catastrophes of cosmic proportions, resulted 
in a search for new objectives in international cooperation. Happily, for 
the first time in the history of international law, this cooperation is char-
acterised by the fact that it gives priority to the principle of the weH-being 
of a~l S.tates - even if only in respect of a spatially limited sphere of 
apphcation - over national self interest. 
I. Sources 01 Space LAw 
After an initial period of vigorous growth of the literature in the past 
decade.
2
,. th~ inter~ationallaw of space is currently undergoing a proeess 
?f codifI~atton WhiCh is without parallel in legal history. This is reflected 
It;t a conslde~able number of conventions, dealing both with general prin-CIP~es and with questions of international cooperation, some global, some 
regIonal and some bilateral in nature. There can be DO viable space law 
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without the agreement of the two space superpowers, the United States 
and the Soviet Union. On the other hand, it is obvious that any legal 
solutions based exclusively on the excessive influence of the two nations 
actually engaged in space activities will sooner or later run into objections 
on the part of others. 
1. The Space Treaty 01 1967 
The most significant contribution by the community of States to the 
continuing development of space law has so far been the so-called Magna 
Charta of Space ("Charte de l'espace et des corps celestes": Paul de La 
Pradelle) - the Treaty on Principles Goveming the Activities of States in 
the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, including the Moon and Other 
Celestial Bodies, of January 27, 1967. The Treaty was drafted by the 
United Nations Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space 
(COPUOS) and recommended to States for signature by the General As-
sembly as an Annex to Resolution 2222 (XXI) of December 19, 1966. It 
entered into force on October 10, 1967; at that date more than 90 States 
had signed, including the Federal Republic of Germany. 
The Treaty is the fruit of the efforts of States over many years to avoid 
the extension of national rivalries into space from the very beginning. In 
recognition of the common interest of all mankind in the progress of the 
exploration and use of space for peaceful purposes (Preamble) it marks out 
the fundamental principles of international cooperation in the field of 
space exploration and use. These principles rank as international con-
stitutional law and require supplementation and interpretation. It is the 
great merit of the Treaty to set out in positive form the views of the mem-
bers of the United Nations as to what the law is, views which had been 
formed in the early sixties and had found expression in a number of re-
solutions on the subject. 
The Treaty, the text of which was adopted by the General Assembly of 
the United Nations with no votes against and few abstentions, contains the 
following principles. The call for international cooperation and solidarity, 
sounded in general terms in the Preamble and in Article 3, finds practical 
expression in definite duties to provide information and to consult as 
weIl as in rights of inspection for the parties with regard to space activities 
(Art. 9-12). The exploration and use of space, including the moon and 
other celestial bodies, are declared to be the "province of a11 mankind" 
(Art.l (1». The core of the whole Treaty lies in the prohibition of 
"national appropriation" (Art. 2), which is supplemented by a - regret-
tably incomplete - ban on military activities in space and on celestial 
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bodies (Art.4). The principle of the international responsibility of the 
parties for their national activities in space (Art. 6) brings with it inter-
national Iiability of the parties for any damage arising hom these activ-
ities (Art. 7). 
The signature of the Treaty was greeted on a11 sides as an important 
step towards seeuring international peace and the relaxation of tension 
whieh established new milestones along the way begun by the Antarctic 
Treaty of 1959 and the Moscow Nudear Test Ban Treaty of 1963'. The 
Treaty is substantially the product of an American draft and a Soviet 
alternative draft oE June 19664• A1though the final version of the Treaty 
retains the positive features oE both drahs, it does not sueeeed in closing 
the gaps which exist in them and in the earHer resolutions of the United 
Nations on which they were based. A welcome feature of the final Treaty 
is that it does not follow the American draft by limiting its application to 
the moon and other celestial bodies, but, in line with the Soviet draft, 
extends to a11 extra-terrestrial space. The Treaty does not purport to 
codify the law of space at one stroke; the promoters of the Treaty could 
not have laid down rules covering a11 eventualities in the development of 
spaee science even if they had wished. On the eontrary, they took the view 
that, eonsidering the lack of relevant experienee and the difficulty of fore-
seeing future developments, an early or hasty eodification could turn out 
Iater to be an unwelcome obstacle. 
2. Conventions on particular questions 01 space law 
Tbe Space Treaty of 1967 marks the end of the first phase in the de-
velopment of spaee law, during which the efforts of nations were directed 
towards the ereation of as eomprehensive a framework as possible for this 
new-born area of the law. A second phase of the codification of spaee law 
is marked by the eondusion of a number of conventions dealing with new 
problems arising from the increased aetivity in the exploration and use of 
spaee. 
The second convention to be signed was the humanitarian Agreement 
on the Rescue of Astronauts, the Return of Astronauts and the Return of 
Objects launched into Outer Space, which was signed on January 16, 1968. 
It was also dtafted by COPUOS and was recommended to States fot ac-
ceptanee by the General Assembly of the United Nations as an Annex to 
Resolution 2345 (XXII) of December 19, 1967. It regulates the technical 
and proeedural aspects of the reseue and return of astronauts following 
emergency landings and the return of spaceeraft forced by aecident or 
emergency to land in the territory of a foteign state or on the high seas. 
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The Convention on International Liability for Damage Caused by Space 
Objects of March 29, 1972' was likewise drafted by COPUOS and re-
commended to States for acceptance by the General Assembly of the 
United Nations as an Annex to Resolution 2777 (XXVI) of November 29, 
1971. It is intended to remove any remaining gaps and uncertainties on the 
question of liability, a question which had been on the agenda of the 
Legal Sub-Committee of COPUOS for nearly a decade and which had 
received only a preliminary solution in the Space Treaty of 1967. 
The new technology, which advances in space telecommunications, in 
particular in direct television broadcasting by satellite, had made possible, 
called for the creation of rules of law to provide effective protection for 
the industrial property rights of artists and performers. A committee of 
expetts from UNESCO and from the World Intellectual Property Organ-
isation produced a dran convention in 1971 goveming the illicit trans-
mission of satellite signals which became the Convention Relating to the 
Distribution of Programme-Carrying Signals Transmitted by Satellite of 
May 21, 19748 • Art 2 (1) of the Convention calls on each party "to take 
adequate measures to prevent the distribution on or from its territory of 
any programme-carrying signal by any distributor for whom the signal 
emitted to or passing through the satellite is not intended. " 
The most recent convention dealing with questions of space law is the 
Convention on Registration of Objects Launched into Outer Space of 
January 14,1975, passed by the General Assembly of the United Nations as 
an Annex to Resolution 3235 (XXIX) of November 12, 1974. The first 
committee of the General Assembly had discussed the question of regis-
tration as long ago as December 1961 and Resolution 1721 (XVI) called 
upon States launching objects into orbit round the earth and beyond to 
provide COPUOS, through the Secretary General, with information for 
the registration of the launchings. The Secretary General has to maintain 
a public registry of the relevant information. The Legal Sub-Committee of 
COPUOS studied a French Draft Convention Concerning the Registration 
of Space Objects Launched into Outer Space for the Exploration or Use 
of Outer Space in the summer of 1968 and this formed the basis of the 
1975 Convention7• 
Provisions of relevance to space law are also contained in the Moscow 
Nuc1ear Test Ban Treaty of August 5, 1963, which bans the testing and 
a11 other explosions of nuc1ear devices not only in the atmosphere and 
under water but also in space, in the Final Acts of the Geneva Extra-
ordinary Administrative Radio Conference on the allocation of frequency 
bans for space communications of November 8, 1963 and in a Protocol 
to the Geneva Telecommunications Convention of December 21, 1959, 
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hi h alloeated approximately 15 % of the whole available frequency ;ee~m - about 6000 MHz - to spaee eommunieations .. A considerable 
number of bilateral and multilateral treaties of eooperatlon regulate the 
planning and exeeution of eommon s~aee research and d~velopment/ro­
jects. As examples of those we may elte the treaty of Ap~lI15, 1975 set-
ting up the European Spaee Ageney (ESA), the. treaty settmg up t?e Inter-
national Teleeommunications Satellite Consorttum (INTELSAT) slgned on 
August 20, 1964 in the revised version of August 20, 1971, the treaty of 
November 15, 19719 establishing the Communist counterpart INTER-
SPUTNIK and the American-Soviet agreement on cooperation in space 
research and teehnology of June 24, 19721°. 
3. Resolutions 01 the United Nations 
Although there is general agreement that resolutions of governmental 
international organisations do not of themselves ereate binding rules of 
international law, writers on spaee law are inclined to reeognise that at 
least unanimously adopted rules of eonduet on matters of space law rnay 
eoalesce into binding rules of international law when they develop and 
apply eustomary rules in the process of formation which are eonsistent 
with generally reeognised principles of internationallaw and are eonfirrned 
by a general, if not neeessarily universal, practiee of States. Sinee the 
establishment of a new legal principle is generally translated directly into 
State praetiee, every resolution of this kind, though in itself jus imper-
feetum, may be turned into binding law by "sedimentation"l1. 
In view of the inereasing importanee of the new field of spaee activity 
the General Assembly of the United Nations had set up an ad hoc Corn-
mittee on the Peaeeful Uses of Spaee as long ago as 195812 which in 1961 
was converted into a permanent eommittee under the same name of the 
United Nations Committee on the Peaeeful Uses of Outer Space 
(COPUOS). COPUOS is divided into a Scientific and Teehnieal Sub-Corn-
mittee and a Legal Sub-Committee, and sinee 1958 has prepared more than 
20 resolutions on matters affecting spaee law which have been subse-
quently adopted by the General Assembly. In them the United Nations 
stated their view of the legal principles governing man's advanee into space 
and demanded that spaee should be used exclusively for peaceful purposes, 
as weil ~s calling for inereasing international eooperation for the benefit 
of mankind as a whole on the basis of the equality of a11 States. At first 
the United. Nations resolutions on matters affeeting spaee law were limited 
to generahsed statements of policy, but gradually they progressed to the 
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formulation of directIy applicable ruIes of Iaw in the form of the Space 
Treaty of 1967 and the three space law Conventions mentioned. 
4. The question of international customary law of space 
Panicipation by member States in the space law Conventions drafted 
by the United Nations has been virtually universal. A great majority of 
States has signed the Space Treaty of 1967, the 1968 Agreement on the 
Rescue and Return of Astronauts and the 1972 Convention on Inter-
national Liability for Damage Caused by Space Objects, a11 multilateral 
agreements of the new type of so-called open treaties; it is to be expected 
that participation in the Satellite Convention, open for signature since 
1974, and the Registration Convention, open since the beginning of 1975, 
will be at a similarly high level. Nevertheless the question of the extent 
to which, notwithstanding the treaty provisions, certain elementary prin-
ciples of space law have become established as rules of universal inter-
national customary law is not merely of theoretical interest but also of 
great practical importance. 
Although treaties are an immediate and positive expression of the con-
sent of States to be bound and thus are the best indication of what the 
law is thought to be, it must not be forgonen that since they rest on the 
consensus of the parties they are binding only between the parties and do 
not affect the rights and duties of third States13• By contrast, the view is 
gaining ground, though not yet dominant, that the binding force of rules 
of universal international customary law extends also to States which have 
not themselves followed the practice, so long as the predominant majority 
of States has adopted it expressIy or by implication and the remaining 
States do not oppose it16• 
So far the space powers have put more than 3000 payloads through the 
denser layers of the eanh's atmosphere, mostly into orbit round the earth. 
It is noticeable that no State has ever requested permission for its space 
vehic1es to overfly the territory of another State. On the other hand, no 
nation has to date protested at the overflight of its territory by foreign 
space objects, so that it may be assumed that the members of the inter-
national community as a whole have given the space powers tacit consent 
to overfly their territory15. 
As a large number of official declarations by individual States and inter-
national organisations show, this tacit consent on the part of the co rn-
munity of States is never understood as an act merely of comity, but is 
always seen as necessary in fact and required by law (opinio juris sive 
necessitatis). In this connection particular importance attaches to the 20-
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odd resolutions of the General Assembly of the United Nations on matters 
affecting space law, which have expressed with ever-increasing determin-
ation the fundamental conviction that as a matter of law space must re-
main free from claims to national sovereignty and be available to mankind 
as a whole in every State for the use and beneHt of all peoples and that it 
must be for exploration and use for exclusively peaceful purposes18• 
It is questionable, however, whether at this moment the minimum 
period of time traditionally required for the creation of customary law 
between the commencement of the relevant usage and its consolidation 
as a legal principle has already elapsed so that we may properly speak of 
principles of customary law of space. Tbe question continues to be con-
troversial, although much of the heat has gone out of the debate in the 
literature since the entry into force of the Space Treaty. Tbe majority view 
is still that insufficient time has elapsed17• It is submitted however that 
this view can no longer be supported. Even though the spontaneous or 
quasi-spontaneous creation of international customary law must be re-
garded as a contradiction in terms, nevertheless the chronological element 
should not be given equal value with the strength of the opinio juris ex-
pressed in a consistent usage, and the more universal, spontaneous and in-
tensive the opinio juris, the less weight needs to be given to the time factor 
and the shorter the period required during which the rules in question need 
to have been observed in practice. Furthermore, it is necessary to take ac-
count of the fact that the pace of modem scientific, technical and cultural 
change no longer permits us to limit the process of creation of rules of 
international customary law by linking it to usage over many years in the 
way that was done in the past. On the contrary, the proper legal regulation 
of the newly developed Held of space activity requires that the process of 
creation of new principles of law should as far as possible reflect the pace 
which modern progress has forced upon our lives18. 
We should therefore follow the view, which, while still a minority view, 
is gaining increased support, that the obviously short period of time 
which has elapsed since the beginning of space flight is not an objection 
to the existence of rules of customary space law at the present moment 
of. ti~e19. Such rules are above a11 to be found, it is suggested, in the 
prmclple that space beyond a limit which has yet to be determined is a 
free area not subject to any national claims of sovereignty or other ex-
clusive rights (th~ principle of the freedom of space), and in the principles 
that the exploratIOn and use of space are to be for all States in mutual 
cooperation for the beneHt and advantage of mankind (principle of the 
common good of mankind and international co operation) for exclusively 
peaceful purposes (principle of the demilitarisation of space)20. 
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II. The Main Features 01 Present Space Law 
The function of space law is to define the limits of the freedom of ex-
ploration and use of space and in space and to establish orderly rules for 
the conduct of such activities, on the basis of the space Conventions and 
the evidence of customary space law. The following matters in particular 
have been subjected to legal regulation: the prohibition on appropriation 
of space, the demilitarisation of space, the requirement of international 
cooperation, the question of international liability and the registration of 
space objects. 
1. The prohibition 01 national appropriation 
The prohibition of national appropriation in space and on celestial 
bodies, which has for some time received detailed consideration in the 
literature!1, has already become a general principle of international law. 
It was recognised as such by the general opinio juris before its adoption 
by the General Assembly of the United Nations in Resolution 1962 
(XVIII) of December 13, 1963 (the Declaration of Legal Principles Govern-
ing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space) and 
its subsequent incorporation into the Space Treaty of 196722• Article 2 is 
the crucial provision of the whole Treaty and reads: "Outer space, includ-
ing the moon and other celestial bodies, is not subject to national ap-
propriation by claim of sovereignty, by means of use or occupation, or by 
any other means." The language is controversial and, from the point of 
view of legal terminology, unhappily chosen. It differs in particular from 
the wording of Article 4 of the Antarctic Treaty of 1959, where the pro-
hibition is limited to the establishment of "territorial sovereignty". "Ap-
propriation" is of course a narrower concept than that of "national sover-
eignty", which includes all the prerogatives of aState as a subject of inter-
national law, so that it seems questionable from a theoretical point of 
view to make "claim of sovereignty" into a subdivision of the concept of 
national appropriation as one method of acquisition. 
The prohibition of national appropriation is to be understood as the 
antithesis of the principle of "complete and exclusive sovereignty" of 
States in their territorial air space which the Paris Convention on Aerial 
Navigation of 1919 (Art. 1) and the Chicago Civil Aviation Convention of 
1944 proclaim. Article 2 of the Space Treaty can therefore only be inter-
preted as prohibiting the assertion of comprehensive rights of exclusion, 
but not every exercise of public or private powers23• This also follows 
from the fact that by Article 8 States retain jurisdiction and control over 
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their objects such as space vehides or space stations and their personnel 
while in space or on celestial bodies. On the other hand the dividing line 
between the exploration and use permitted by Article 1 (2) and (3) and a 
prohibited appropriation "by means of use" is very imprecise and raises 
problems of interpretation and application which can only be satisfactor-
ily resolved by further more detailed regulation in a future special con-
vention. 
There is unanimous recognition in the literature of the subject at the 
present day that the prohibition of national appropriation is not limited 
to a ban on rights of sovereignty, as some early writers had suggested, but 
embraces also private rights of ownership24. This broad interpretation 
follows from the fact that private ownership can only exist within the 
framework of a system of government which guarantees it - non-ap-
propriation by virtue of private law (exclusion of proprietary rights) is 
therefore only the logical consequence of non-appropriation by virtue of 
public law (exdusion of sovereign rights). On the other hand, it also fol-
lows from a consideration of the Space Treaty as a whole, for the roles of 
liability in Articles 6 and 7 use the concept of "national activities" to in-
clude non-public activity. This interpretation was adopted by the Institut 
de Droit International at its Brussels Conference in 1963, on the recom-
mendation contained in Gerald Fitzmaurice's repon. Paragraph 1 of the 
resolution passed there provides that "l'espace ainsi que les corps celestes 
ne peuvent faire l'objet d'aucune appropriation". Fitzmaurice had further 
proposed that it should be made dear that Space and celestial bodies "ne 
sont pas susceptibles d'appropriation nationale ou d'utilisation de car-
actere exclusif" so as to bring within the scope of the provision any use of 
a proprietary nature to the exclusion of third parties2S. 
The Space Treaty and Resolution 1962 (XVIII) which preceded it leave 
unresolved the question which has been most keenly debated in the liter-
ature, namely, whether national appropriation should only be prohibited 
in relation to celestial bodies as such, that is in relation to the surface and 
subsoil, or should extend to separable parts, above alI to economically 
exploitable mineral resources. Most writers have favoured the view that at 
least appropriation by consumption of mineral resources on or beneath 
the surface of celestial bodies should be permitted as a means of reward-
ing the scientific and economic efforts of the Stat;s who bear the cost of 
ex~loration .and exploitation of space by granting them the right to the 
irt fth ·"28 
• U1 S 0 eIt actlvlttes . However, the interest of certain States in poss-
Ible future economic exploitation of the mineral resources on ce1estial 
bodies resulted in the problem being deliberately shelved during the prep-
aratory work on the Space Treaty. 
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The question of the acquisition and exercise of jurisdiction is one of the 
first raised by every extension of man's activity into a previously unknown 
area. Through this issue run two opposing basic principles of the inter-
nationallegal system, namely the sovereign power of individual States on 
the one hand and the collective interest of the international community on 
the other. The theory and practice of international law have attempted 
various solutions in different ages and differing power relationships. With 
regard to territorial occupation, classical international Iaw has for cent-
uries followed the principle "res nullius cedit occupanti" so that the act 
of oceupation establishes sovereignty and enjoys the protection of inter-
national law, insofar as a sufficient government apparatus is developed, 
setting up a certain minimum standard of legal order intemally and cap-
able extemally of discharging the international obligations of the State in 
relation to the territory and preventing interference by third States27• The 
international law of space has rejected the analogy of the principle of oc-
eupation, and, following the almost unanimous view of writers28, has 
declined to apply the traditional concept of the acquisition of State juris-
diction. Not only has the entire body of rules of space law thereby oh-
tained a new dimension, but the principle of non-appropriation leads 
furthermore to a transformation of the legal bases of the concept of State 
jurisdiction. 
2. The demilitarisation of space 
In the early years after the first sputnik was launched into orbit efforts 
were made towards securing the complete demilitarisation of space. These 
efforts were unsuccessful hecause the United States - by contrast with the 
Soviet Union - took the view that it was not realistic to separate the de-
militarisation of space from the question of general disarmament. The 
General Assembly of the United Nations in Resolution 1884 (XVIII) of 
Oetober 17, 1963 (Question of General and Complete Disarmament) con-
sidered only partial dernilitarisation, dting the Moscow Nuclear Test Ban 
Treaty signed a few weeks earlier, welcomed the intention of the Soviet 
Union and the United States not to station objeets carrying nuclear 
weapons or other weapons of mass destruction in spaee, and called upon 
States not to place such weapons into orbit around the earth, or to install 
sueh weapons on celestial bodies, or otherwise station them in space, and 
to refrain from causing, encouraging or participating in the conduct of 
such activities. The Moscow Nuclear Test Ban Treaty of 1963 had provid-
ed in Article 1 that the parties undertook "to prohibit, to prevent and not 
to carry out any nuclear weapon test explosion, or any other nuclear ex-
plosion, at any place under its jurisdiction or control in the atmosphere, 
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beyond its limits, including outer space; ~r under wate~ including terri-
torial waters or the high seas". The wording of Resolution 1884 (XVIII) 
is substantially repeated in Article 4 (1) of the Space Treaty. The non-
aligned nations sharply attacked this limited demilitarisation in the dis-
cussions on the dran treaty and pressed for the indusion of a general 
prohibition of non-peaceful use of space and celestial bodies. Thanks to 
the influence of the United States the demilitarisation clause was limited 
by Article 4(2) to the moon and other celestial bodies and space as such 
- induding in particular that part of space near the earth used by satel-
lites - was not covered. 
These defective provisions of Artide 4 of the Spaee Treaty, which ean 
only be explained by the history of the negotiations leading up to them2t, 
laek the precision whieh lengthy legal argument has given to the remain-
ing Articles. In some respects this had led to undesirable interpretations of 
the provisions. While representatives of the Soviet Union argued that 
launehing nudear weapons and other weapons of mass destruction into 
partial orbit did not constitute "placing (them) in orbit around the earth" 
so that the use of intereontinental missiles with atomic warheads in partial 
orbit would be lawful, the United States claimed that military use of spaee 
as such did not fall within the seope of the prohibition at allso. Both views 
express the military interests of the superpowers in space, seeking to 
guarantee the maximum possible legal proteetion and security for the in-
tegrity of their space undertakings. Differenees of interpretation exist 
moreover with regard to the meaning of the terms "peaceful" and "milit-
ary". Whereas Marcoff and Soviet internationallawyers consider all milit-
ary activity to be non-peaceful31 - no doubt not least because the Russian 
language has the same word for "military" and "warlike" (voennyi) - the 
predominant view among Western international lawyers is that only ag-
gressive activities are non-peaceful and therefore unlawful82• It is a dis-
turbing fact that at least half the space activities of the superpowers are in 
the military field33, an aspect which reduces the chances of attaining 
genuinely fruitfuI international cooperation. 
The principal Held of application of military activities in space may be 
assumed to be, though no precise evidence is available intelligence and 
reconnaissance by satellite. The Americans first succeed;d in launehing a 
reconnaissance satellite in August 1960. Since its declared mission was to 
gather information on military aetivities on Soviet territory, the launehing 
brought forth protests on the part of the Soviet Union. The American 
satelIite espionage system has probably been operational since about 
1965
34 
•• Toda~ American satellites wateh over the far-flung territories of 
the Sovlet Umon and China, the Middle East and North Vietnam seeking 
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launehing sites for ballistic missiles, airbases and other military instal-
lations and registering troop movements35• It has been shown that, in 
spite of its well-known initial protests against the use of American recon-
naissanee satellites, the Soviet Union also uses spaee espionage at least 
with its Cosmos series38• 
In the view of the United States there is no appreciable difference be-
tween observation of a foreign country through the legally recognised 
means of espionage agents and observation through air or space recon-
naissanee: the justification in both cases is said to be the necessity for the 
free world to prevent surprise attacks coming from behind the frontiers of 
closed soeieties37• By contrast, the Soviet Union asserts that all reconnaiss-
anee and espionage activities by satellite represent a violation of principles 
of intemationallaw. In 1962 the Soviet Union did indeed attempt, at the 
General Assembly of the United Nations, to have a passage inserted in a 
delcaration of space law principles which would have prohibited recon-
naissance activities in space38, but it has never made an official diplomatie 
protest against American satellite espionage. The American view seems to 
be the better one, namely that space reconnaissance is contrary neither to 
general internationallaw, including the Charter of the United Nations, nor 
to Article 4 of the Space Treaty. Espionage as such, being an indispensable 
accompaniment of the politieal and military confrontation between 
nations, is legally neither good nor bad. In the nuclear age it is justified by 
the need of States for defence and self-preservation; since surprise attacks, 
especially with contemporary thermonuclear weapons, can only be pre-
vented by thorough knowledge of the enemy's potential, espionage of any 
kind is a sine qua non of survival in liberty and human dignity for the 
free world. Not least it makes an effective contribution to the mainten-
ance of international peace39• 
The change in the nature of war during and after the Second World War 
and the possibility of the use of weapons of mass destruction call for new 
principles of international law on the duty to maintain peace and the 
prohibition of military force. The international law of space has strength-
ened the peace-keeping function of the law. Although the development of 
space law can be regarded as a positive sign on the way to the desired 
containment of military escalation, nevertheless one should not be too 
optimistie as to the effects of this development in the foreseeable future. 
3. Common good and co operation 
The concept of community is still little developed in contemporary 
international law, although the postwar period has brought about an in-
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creasing interdependence of the members of the international community 
in technoloiical, cultural and economic matters. Space law to-day 
professes the principle of international cooperation in the Preamble and in 
Article 1 (3) of the Space Treaty. The rule of cooperation is spelled out in 
more detail in Article 9. The rationale of these provisions lies in the fact 
that the success or faHure of the peaceful exploration and use of space 
depends upon whether we succeed in putting an end to existing power 
rivalries and acknowledge the need for a sensible system of space lawU. 
The idea of cooperation and solidarity has already found expression in 
documents in other areas of international law - in the Charter of the 
United Nations and in Resolution 2625 (XXV) of the General Assembly of 
October 24, 1970 (Principles of International Law conceming Friendly 
Relations and Cooperation among States) for example - but Article 1 (3) 
of the Space Treaty uses it for the first time for a specific humanitarlan 
aim, the maxim of the common good of mankind_ Writers on space law 
have rightly emphasised that with the expressive term "province of an 
mankind" ("apanage de l'humanite tout entiere"), difficult as it may be 
to handle in a legal context, international law has for the first time placed 
a duty on states to conduct the exploration and use of a newly opened up 
area for the benefit and advantage of all members of the international 
community without discrimination of any kind41• 
The function of the interpretation of the ideas of cooperation and com-
munity in the Space Treaty is, on the one hand, to complement the exist-
ing roles of space law with a view to their application and, on the other 
hand, to help establish guidelines for further codification of special areas 
in space law. New solutions, for example in the field of direct television 
broadcasting by satellite, must take proper account of the basic principles. 
In the opinion of most writers they have binding force in accordance with 
their nature as treaty provisions, notwithstanding the fact that as general 
principles they are not directly applicableü. 
Concrete expressions of the ideas of cooperation and world community 
are to be found in Article 5 of the Space Treaty and the 1968 Agreement 
on Rescue and Return of Astronauts which develops the Treaty in this 
respect. They call on the parties to give all possible assistance to astronauts 
"as envoys of mankind in outer space" in the event of accident, distress oe 
emeegency landing. 
4. Internationalliability for space activities 
The Space Treaty and the 1972 Convention on International Liability 
for Damage Caused by Space Objects proceed on the principle of the 
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liability of the launching state. The docttine of State responsibility im-
poses liability upon States for the acts and omissions of organs of the State 
and also for those of natural and juridical persons subject to their juris-
diction who, though not exercising sovereign power, are involved in the 
affairs and objectives of the state in some other way in the exercise of 
their functions,l8. 
The principle of international responsibility is laid down in Article 6 
of the Space Treaty, by which States bear international responsibility for 
ensuring that their activities in space and on celestial bodies are carried 
out in conformity with the provisions of the treaty, regardless of whether 
these activities are carried on by govemmental agencies or by non-govern-
mental entities. From this principle of responsibility there follows the rule 
of liability contained in Article 7 of the Space Treaty, by which States 
Parties to the Treaty which launch or procure the launching of objects 
ioto outer space, inc1uding the moon and other celestial bodies, as weIl as 
States from whose territory or facility such launchings take place, are 
internationally liable for damage to other States Parties to the Treaty or 
their natural or juridical persons by such an object or its component parts 
on the earth, in air space or in outer space, inc1uding the moon and other 
celestial bodies". 
The 1972 Convention completes and brings into sharper focus the 
general rule laid down in the Space Treaty's provisions on the nature and 
manner of liability. The rule is that of "strict" or "absolute" liability 
(Article 2), the Convention thereby adopting the principle recognised in 
the literature that for "ultra-hazardous activities"45 the traditional rule of 
liability based on fault must give way to a purely causal liability. It is in 
accordance with equity, however, for the rule of absolute liability to be 
replaced by liability based on fault when damage is caused in a place 
other than upon the earth's surface to aspace object of one launching 
State or to persons or things on board such an object by aspace object of 
another launehing State (Art. 3)46. The draftsmen had in mind principally 
the case of collision between two space vehic1es of different nationality. 
S. Registration of space ob;ects 
The registration of space objects has several purposes. It is necessary 
in the first place in order to assign a particular space object to a particular 
State, in other words to determine the nationality of the object. It further 
assists in the recognition and identification of space objects for example 
in the event of damage being caused or with regard to the rescue or return 
of the objects and their personneI. A distinction must be drawn between 
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entry in anational registry and entry in an international central registry47. 
Both the Space Treaty and the Registration Convention of 1975 are based 
on entry in anational registty as the normal case. This system corresponds 
essentially to the fundamental principle of air law contained in Article 18 
of the Chicago Civil Aviation Convention of 1944. It is the starting point 
for the jurisdiction and control of space objects and their personnel while 
in space or on celestial bodies laid down in ArticIe of the Space 
Treaty. 
The Registration Convention raises entry in an appropriate national 
registry to the status of an international obligation (Art. 2 (1)). The con-
tent and other requirement of entry in the registty are determined by the 
State by which the registry is maintained (Art.2 (3)). In addition to the 
national registries there is to be established an international registry main-
tained by the Secretary General of the United Nations, which is to be open 
and accessible to all, to record all the relevant information made avail-
able (Art. 3). Each registry State must deliver to the Secretary General 
certain minimum information concerning every space object registered by 
it, to which further information may be added (Art. 4 (1) and (2)). Some 
information was made available to the Secretary General even before the 
conclusion of the Registration Convention. While the Uni ted States report-
ed the international markings, launch vehicle, satellite category, launch 
date, nodal period, inclination, apogee and perigee, the Soviet Union com-
municated the name of the satellite or other space object, the purpose of 
the launehing, the launch date and the basic astronomical data (perigee, 
apogee and inclination)48. 
The core of the Registration Convention is the definition of space ob-
ject, on which no agreement had previously been possible. The working 
group drafting the Convention in the Legal Sub-Committee of COPUOS 
had proposed a relatively detailed definition49. The definition in the Con-
vention itself (Art. 1 (b)) however fails to provide the sort of guidance one 
would wish for. It is restricted to the statement that the term "space ob-
ject" includes "component parts of aspace object as weIl as its launch 
vehicle and parts thereof". 
The United States and the Soviet Union have been unforthcoming in 
the discussions leading up to the Convention. The reasons are obvious, 
si~:e rou~hly half the space activities of each of the superpowers is in the 
mIlItary field. Hence the fear among writers on the subject that contrary 
to the duty which the treaty may impose, the space powers may not be 
prepared to make .public all relevant data conceming their space activities 
so long as there IS no agreement on completedemilitarisation of outer 
space50• 
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III. Developing Areas 01 Space Law 
Following the adoption by the General Assembly of the Uni ted Nations 
of the text of the Registration Convention as an Annex to Resolution 3235 
(XXIX) of November 12, 1974, the subjects currently under discussion in 
COPUOS, which we may hope will be dealt with within a few years by 
the drafting and adoption of appropriate conventions, are as follows: the 
legal status of the moon, direct television broadcasting by satellite, remote 
sensing of mineral and other resources, and the definition and limits of 
space. In the Resolution the General Assembly at the same time established 
the priorities for the further work of the Legal Sub-Committee of 
COPUOS. It is to consider the first three of the above topics first, but 
only start on ·the fourth if time permits. 
1. The legal status 01 the moon 
Writers on space law have considered a Convention on the legal status 
of the moon and other celestial bodies to be essential ever since the con-
clusion of the Space Treaty, since the Treaty fails to deal properly with 
many of the questions raised, such as the prohibition of private aetivities 
and the legal status of the mineral resources on celestial bodies51• 
In the same way as Article 1 (1) of the Space Treaty Article 4 (1) of 
the COPUOS Draft Moon Treaty declares the exploration and use of the 
moon (and other celestial bodies) to be "the province of all mankind". 
They are to be carried on for the benefit and in the interest of all countries, 
irrespective of the degree of their economic and scientific development, 
and proper regard should be had to the interests of present and future 
generations. The cooperative eharacter of moon law (Art. 4 (2), corres-
ponding to Art. 9 of the Spaee Treaty) corresponds to the duty of states to 
provide information about their activities in the exploration and use of 
the moon and other celestial bodies (Art. 4 (3) and (4) oE the Draft, cor-
responding to Article 11 of the Space Treaty). As is already provided by 
Article 1 (3) of the Space Treaty, there is freedom of scientific investig-
ation on the moon and other celestial bodies on the basis of equality of 
all States and in accordanee with international law (Art.5 (1) of the 
Draft). The freedom of scientific investigation includes in particular (a) 
the right of States to colleet sampies of minerals and other substances on 
the moon (and other celestial bodies) for use for scientific purposes at 
their diseretion (Art. 5 (2); although the draft regards it as "desirable" for 
parts of such sampies to be made available to other interested parties to 
the tteaty it does not lay down a legal duty in this respect); (b) the right 
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of States to land their space objeets on the moon (and other celestial 
bodies) or to put spaee objeets into orbit around the moon (and other 
eelestial bodies), as weH as the right of States to station personnel, spaee-
eraft, equipment, stations and installations on or under the surfaee of the 
moon (and other celestial bodies) or the surrounding space, insofar as the 
lawful activities of third States are not thereby impeded (Art. 7 (1)-(3». 
The controversial central point of the Draft Moon Treaty is formed by 
the prohibition of national appropriation and the provision for exploit-
ation of the 'mineral resources on celestial bodies. This part of the draft 
has been rewritten several times. The exclusion of national appropriation 
in Artide 10 (1) follows the eorresponding provision of the Spaee Treaty 
almost word for word. However, the draft makes dear that the prohibition 
also extends to the aequisition of private rights of ownership on the moon 
and other celestial bodies (Art. 10 (2) of the draft). Aceordingly every 
transfer or conveyanee of areas or zones on or under the surface, whether 
for value or not, is prohibited (Art. 10 (3) of the draft), thus confirming 
the unanimous view of writers, that celestial bodies are res extra eom-
mercium in the Roman Law sense. Article 10 (4) of the draft, in terms 
which have been criticised, declares the moon and its mineral resourees to 
be the "common heritage of all mankind". The coneept comes from the 
law of the sea and Resolution 2749 (XXV) of the United Nations of 
Deeember 17, 1970 on the legal regime of the sea-bed, and it was put into 
the draft at the suggestion of Argentina and the United States. The Soviet 
Union attaeked the proposal in the committee, on the ground that the 
coneept laeked any precise legal meaning62. 
Although the Draft Treaty does not attempt to establish an international 
regime for exploitation of the mineral resourees of the moon (and other 
celestial bodies), it obliges the parties to the treaty to establish sueh a 
regime as soon as the exploitation of mineral resourees beeomes practie-
ally feasible. The aim of intemationalising the mineral resourees, whieh 
would be the work of a special international eonferenee to be called at the 
appropriate time, is to seeure the development and rational administration 
of the mineral resourees as well as a just distribution of them having 
particular regard to the needs of the developing countries (Art. 10 of the 
draft). 
The United Nations Draft Moon Treaty eontains valuable provisions 
putting into praetical form and clarifying the general provisions oE the 
Spaee. Treat>:, and meets the speeific needs of the exploration and use of 
celestlal. b~dies. A~ on~ example we may eite the prohibition of national 
appropnanon, which IS understood in the sense of the exclusion of aIl 
claims to exclusive powers whether on the basis of sovereignty or of 
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private rights. A further advance in the draft is that for the first time a 
dear distinction has been drawn between the surface and subsoil of the 
moon on the one hand and the mineral resources contained therein on the 
other, by providing that the prohibition of national appropriation does 
not apply to the mineral and other natural resources of celestial bodies. 
Nevertheless it does not make dear how mineral resources on celestial 
bodies can be exploited without asserting rights of ownership or sover-
eignty over the surface and the subsoil68• 
2. Space telecommunications 
Telecommunications provide the most promising application of modern 
space technology from the economic point of view. They indude telephone 
communications, satellite television and the transmission of information 
for various purposes, among them maritime and aerial navigation. To date 
two communications organisations have been established: the world-wide 
organisation INTELSAT which is a global system of point-to-point trans-
mission by satellite having at present over 80 members (induding Yugo-
slavia) - the system is managed by COMSAT, a partially private comp-
any incorporated under American Law and established by Act of Congress 
of the United States; and the parallel communist organisation INTER-
SPUTNIK, to which apart from the Soviet Union eight other communist 
countries belong (including Mongolia and Cuba). More far-reaching plans 
by the Soviet Union, to have a universal satellite communications organ-
isation established under the same name by the United Nations, collapsed 
in 196854• 
The traditional method of space communications is the point-to-point 
transmission -by which the signal is received through a ground station 
located dose to the individual receiver and passed on by it. This trans-
mission technique enables the receiving State, through its control of the 
ground stations, to exercise control at the same time over unwanted trans-
missions from other States. This opportunity for control disappears in the 
case of the legally controversial technology now being developed of "direct 
television broadcasting". In this system programmes transmitted by satel-
lite can be picked up directly by the individual receiver. Direct television 
satellites are still at an experimental stage of development, but it is ex-
pected that they will become operational in the mid-eighties. The use of 
direct television satellites raises financial and organisational as well as 
social and cultural questions; the new technology also has implications 
for questions of legal liability and copyright. The fact that transmissions 
are taken out of the control of the receiving State gives a new perspective 
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to the relationship between state sovereignty and the individual right to 
the free flow of information across national frontiers. 
As early as Resolution 1721 (XVI) of Decemher 20, 1961, in which the 
United Nations declared itself to be the centre of international cooperation 
in the peaceful exploration and use of space, the General Assembly ex-
pressed the wish that satellite communications should be made available 
to the nations of the world as soon as possible on a global basis and with-
out discrimination. Resolution 2453 B (XXIII) of December 20, 1968 
called on COPUOS to set up a working group to consider questions raised 
by direct television broadcasting. In Resolution 2916 (XXVII) of Nov-
ember 9, 1972 COPUOS was instructed to draft principles governing direct 
television broadcasting in the form of a convention. This Resolution 
emphasises that direct television broadcasting hy satellite should bring 
peoples doser together, promote informational and cultural exchange and 
raise the level of education, and that television should be used exclusively 
to serve the cause of peace and friendship among peoples. It recognises 
further that these technological developments could present significant 
problems which would make it necessary to guarantee the free flow of 
information on the basis of strict observance of the sovereign rights of 
States55• 
The discussions which followed in COPUOS on the political and legal 
implications of direct television broadcasting were based on working 
papers submitted by the Soviet Union56, the United States57, Canada and 
Sweden58 and Argentina59• The Soviet draft reflects the fears of the com-
munist States and various developing countries that they will be leh be-
hind hy the rapid advance of space science and technology. It does not 
recognise the right to freedom of information, and argues that direct 
television broadcasts by satellite to the territory of foreign States should 
only be permitted with their express consent. It also argues that the trans-
mission of certain types of material, for example incitements to war or 
material harmful to friendship between peoples, should be prohibited, and 
that advertisements and other commercial broadcasts should only take 
place by special agreement between the States concerned. The American 
proposals do not accept the need for prior consent. The requirement of 
consent is rejected by the United States principally because of resistance 
to the possibility of censorship by States and out of regard for the prin-
ciple of freedom of information, which is in turn made the yardstick. 
Ne;ertheless, the American draft also assumes that only programmes 
which serve the cause of international cooperation and understanding be-
tween peoples should be legally permissible. The proposals by Canada 
and Sweden and by Argentina attempt to find a compromise: the principle 
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of freedom of information is recognised hut linked with the need for prior 
consent. They also suggest certain limitations on programme content in 
direct television broadcasting. The discussions which took place on the 
basis of these working documents in the COPUOS working group re-
vealed dis agreement over the need for consent60 and the question of 
programme content61• 
In the spring of 1975 agreement was reached on a number of points 
concerning direct television broadcasting, following the creation of a 
special Drafting Group within the Legal Sub-Committee of COPUOS and 
the formulation by this group of principles relating to five topics, namely 
the application of intemationallaw, the rights and benefits of States, inter-
national cooperation, State responsibility and peaceful settlement of dis-
putes. The Drafting Group was compelled to restrict itself to preparing 
alternative drafts with regard to the controversial issues of the need for 
consent, including programme planning, and of programme eontent62• 
Parallel with the work of the United Nations, UNESCO has also eon-
sidered the legal and moral issues of direet television broadeasting. The 
General Assembly of UNESCO passed aResolution containing eleven 
Articles on November 15, 1972, which deals with the principle of freedom 
of information, the spread of education, the promotion of eultural ex-
change and the encouragement of cooperation in this field63• 
3. Remote sensing 01 earth resources 
Processes of remote sensing of the earth by satellite, which are being 
used on an experimental basis, will probably open up new perspectives of 
man's knowledge of the natural environment in the years to come. The 
most significant applieation of this new spaee technology will be the 
remote sensing of mineral resourees by means of Earth Resources Technol-
ogy Satellites, the first of which (ERTS-1) was placed in orbit by the 
United States on July 23, 1972. Countries of the Third World, which de-
pend upon the exploitation of their natural resources as a eondition of 
their economic development, observe the progress of this work with 
anxiety, since until the end of the decade at least the United States will in 
all probability be the only country providing information on the data 
gathered64.. 
The United Nations Organisation has been considering the question of 
remote sensing of natural resourees sinee 1969. The General Assembly re-
quested member States in Resolution 2600 (XXIV) of December 16, 1969 
to make the results of their work available to other members and to give 
them information on this new Held, and in Resolution 2733 C (XXV) of 
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Deeember 16, 1970 it requested the Scientific and Teehnical Sub-Com-
mittee of COPUOS to set up a Working Group on remote sensing of the 
earth by satellite. The Working Group was established on July 13,197185; 
its terms of reference are prineipally to eonsider the teehnical and eeon-
omic aspeets of remote sensing, while the Legal Sub-Committee is charged 
with the examination of the legal implications in the light of the Working 
Group's findings66• 
The most important documents eonsidered in the Legal Sub-Committee 
and the Working Group in 1974 and 1975 were a joint working paper by 
France and the Soviet Union on govemment activities in the field of 
remote sensing of the natural resources of the earth by means of space 
teehnology67, a joint draft treaty by Argentina and Brazil on remote sens-
ing of natural resources by means of space technologyl8 and a working 
paper by the United States on the development of additional guidelines 
on the remote sensing of the natural environment of the earth from 
spaee69• The working documents a11 agree that in spite of the far-reaching 
possibilities for incursion into the sovereign sphere of third States the col-
lection of data from space is permissible on the principle of freedom of 
spaee exploration. By contrast there is disagreement on the eeonomically 
explosive question what rules should govern the use to be made of the 
information gathered. 
The Working Group formulated the following guiding principles on the 
basis of the working documents70: (a) remote sensing by means of spaee 
technology must be earried on for the benefit and in the interest of man-
kind as a whole (the new teehnology is of particular importance for the 
developing eountries in their national development plans and pro-
grammes); (b) remote sensing by means of space teehnology must be 
carried on in aecordance with internationallaw, induding the Charter of 
the United Nations and the Spaee Treaty of 1967; (c) the maximum beneHt 
for all countries can only be obtained by international cooperation in aIl 
areas, particularly on a regional basis; (d) States with remote sensing 
programmes should encourage international participation in them; (e) 
n;-easures should be taken to promote efforts to proteet the natural en-
Vironment of the earth during the conduet of remote sensing by space 
technology. ~o agreement was possible on the question of the rights to 
the data obtamed by remote sensing or on the establishment of an inter-
national authority for the co-ordination of remote sensing and the dis-
semination of data. 
T?e question of who should be entitled to the data gained by remote 
sensmg can be looked at both from a positive and from an negative aspeet. 
The positive aspect is whether and to what extent the State obtaining in-
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formation by remote sensing on the natural resources in the territory of 
another State should be obliged to make the information available to the 
latter State, to international organisations or to the public; the negative 
aspect is whether and to what extent the State obtaining such information 
by rernote sensing is entitled to disseminate it without· the express or 
irnplied consent of the State concerned. 
4. Definition and limits 0/ space 
There has to date been no definition in space law of the legal concept 
or topographical limits of space itself as the area in which space law is 
applicable. Manfred Lachs commented on this: "The lack of an established 
frontier between airspace and outer space has not so far created any 
special difficulties nor has it constituted an obstacle to the formation and 
developrnent of principles and mIes of outer space law"71. We cannot, 
however, dispense with an authentie definition of the spatial limits of the 
application of international space law, since the danger would then exist 
that the line would be drawn solelyon the basis of power politics and not 
in the light of a proper evaluation of the competing interests. 
The United Nations have long had the question of the boundary be-
tween airspace and outer space under consideration but, because of the 
pressure of the military and political interests of the superpowers, they 
have not succeeded in producing a draft treaty. COPUOS adjourned its 
discussion of the question in 1959 as one "not requiring an earIy sol-
ution"72. In Resolution 2222 (XXI) of December 19, 1966 the General 
Assernbly called on the Committee to examine the definition of space, and 
proposals were made as a result in the following year by France and 
Italy73, The French representative asked for the Scientific and Technical 
Sub-Conunittee to draw up criteria which would be helpful to the Legal 
Sub-Conunittee in its examination of the definition of space and to give 
its assessment of the advantages and disadvantages of the scientific and 
technical criteria. The Italian representative asked the Sub-Committee to 
consider whether it would be possible to establish a demarcation line or 
zone between airspace and outer space; to consider the height above sea 
level of the demarcation line or zone and whether it would be scientific-
aUy difficult or impossible to determine such a line or zone precisely, or 
whether it would be preferable to draw the boundary arbitrarily, without 
affecting the right of freedom of space and territorial security. 
The Scientific and Technical Sub-Committee, in its final report, record-
ed its agreement "that it was not possible at the present time to identify 
scientific or technical criteria admitting a precise and lasting definition of 
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outer space"74. In the Legal Sub-Committee views on the definition of 
space at the 7th session in 1968 were so divergent that it was not possible 
to make any recommendation to the General Assembly711. In 1973 
COPUOS repeated its request to the Legal Sub-Committee to examine the 
definition and limits of space and space activities78• 
There will scarcely be any dissent from the proposition that the legal 
boundary between airspace and outer space can only be clarified by an 
authoritative decision. The view still sometimes expressed, that any spatial 
separation between airspace and outer space, and any legal disinction 
between air navigation and space flight, is arbitrary and therefore not ac-
ceptable, seems to be irreconcilable with the 1967 Space Treaty. Charles 
Chaumont argued against adefinition of space on these lines "puisque ce 
terme, dans sa generalite, exclut toute qualification ou specification de 
zones"77. Other writers argue, taking the functional distinction hetween 
aircraft and spacecraft, that airspace and outer space should not be treated 
as spatial concepts but distinguished functionally, so that in Rolando 
Quadi's words we should free ourselves from any "complesso 'zonale' 
o 'spaziale', da ogni idea di 10caIizzazione 'diretta' 0 'indiretta'"78. 
On the other hand, writers are agreed that the boundary between air-
space and outer space is not a scientific but a legal boundary79. Tbe 
proposed figures for the height of the upper limit of airspace range from 
a few kilometres above the earth's surface up to the furthest limit oE the 
earth's gravitational attraction in space, the so-ca lied gravopause or sateI-
litopause, which lies at a distance of approximately 256,000 km from the 
earth's centre of gravity80. The view has been gaining ground, and may 
now be regarded as generally accepted, that in view of the law-making 
force of international custom the upper limit of airspace cannot be placed 
lower than the maximum altitude of traditional aircraft, which are subject 
to the "complete and exclusive sovereignty" of the territorial state over 
which they are passing at any point of the flightB1• On the other hand, 
~he li~it cannot be placed any higher than the lowest perigee of a satellite 
10 orbIt round the earth, if it is to be based on State practice, which has 
hitherto been to tolerate without objection overflight by a satellite in orbit 
ro~n~ the earth. Any extension beyond this point would conflict with the 
prlOcIple of the freedom of space from claims of national sovereignty82. 
This co~sideration lies behind the resolution on space law passed by the 
InternatIOnal Law Association at Buenos Aires in 196883. 
. I? recent years more and more writers have adopted the view that the 
lImIt ought to be set at around 80 kilometres above sea level. This altitude 
would ?n. the one ha?d form an appropriate half way mark between the 
upper lImit of the regIme of traditional aviation and the lower limit oE the 
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satel1ite regime, and on the other hand would coindde with the aerological 
boundary between the lower atmosphere, the homosphere (comprising 
troposphere, stratosphere and mesosphere) and the upper atmosphere, or 
heterosphere (comprising ionosphere, thermosphere and exosphere). Since 
it is at this altitude that the most fundamental altitude-related changes 
take place in the atmospheric continuum, such as rising temperature, disso-
ciation, ionisation and diffusion, it would be appropriate to take it as the 
starting point for the legal distinction between the area subject to the 
sovereignty of the territorial state and the free area of space84• 
IV. Conclusions 
At the opening of the 15th session of COPUOS on September 5, 1972 
United Nations Secretary General Waldheim declared that the first two 
decades of space exploration had introduced a prosperous era of inter-
national cooperation and that the progress achieved by the international 
community bore witness to the process of transforming an area of 
potential rivalry and conflict in international affairs into a fmitful and 
cooperative effort for the benefit of mankind85• In 1968 his predecessor 
U Thant had expressed his regret in a memorandum to the Vienna Confer-
ence on the Exploration and Peaceful Uses of Outer Space: "The develop-
ments in space sdence and technology have thus far benefited most those 
countries which are already far ahead in the economic and sodal time-
table of the world. The space age is increasing the gap between developed 
and developing areas of the world at an alarming rate"86. In a similar vein 
the conclusion drawn by space law experts from an analysis of cooper-
ation conventions was that in spite of considerable advances in space 
science and technology new opportunities for strengthening international 
co operation had been neglected, so that the advantages in the new area 
continued as before to fall to the most advanced and affluent countries87• 
In spite of the increasing degree of interdependence of international space 
activities and a growing convergence of the interests of the developed and 
the developing countries, space activities are at present and in the foresee-
able future alm ost exclusively contained in a contest between the technical 
capacities of two superpowers, the United States and the Soviet Union. 
Many have expressed regret and concern that the law lags so far behind 
the reality of the situation. One can only hope that the facts will follow 
the path indicated by the law when the law has been established in ad-
vancej it is essential therefore that the process of development of this new 
branch of international law, space law, should keep pace with the ad-
vances in science and technology. On the other hand, if the law is to be 
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effective it must not get so far ahead of the constantly changing factual 
subject-matter as to become out of touch with reality. In the view of 
Wilfred C. Jenks the aim in the evolution of space law should be " •.. to 
establish firmly the common interest of mankind in space and the rule of 
law in space before 'de facto' situations have crystallized too far to permit 
of any bold initiative, while avoiding crystallizing the law prematurely 
before enough is known of the facts to which it will apply"88. 
So far the development of space law has taken account of this view. 
After an initial period in which a constitutional foundation of guiding 
principles was laid in the Space Treaty of 1967 there followed a step by 
step process of concluding special conventions to fill out the basic prin-
ciples in relation to particular issues of technical, economic or political im-
portance in accordance with the needs of scientific and technical advances 
at the time. In this way it has been possible to establish a sensible and 
practicallegal regime in an area characterised by rapid change. 
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